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Abstract
Hand pose tracking is essential in sign languages. An automatic recognition of performed hand signs facilitates a number of
applications, especially for people with speech impairment to communication with normal people. This framework which
is called ASLNN proposes a new hand posture recognition technique for the American sign language alphabet based on the
neural network which works on the geometrical feature extraction of hands. A user’s hand is captured by a three-
dimensional depth-based sensor camera; consequently, the hand is segmented according to the depth analysis features. The
proposed system is called depth-based geometrical sign language recognition as named DGSLR. The DGSLR adopted in
easier hand segmentation approach, which is further used in segmentation applications. The proposed geometrical feature
extraction framework improves the accuracy of recognition due to unchangeable features against hand orientation com-
pared to discrete cosine transform and moment invariant. The findings of the iterations demonstrate the combination of the
extracted features resulted to improved accuracy rates. Then, an artificial neural network is used to drive desired outcomes.
ASLNN is proficient to hand posture recognition and provides accuracy up to 96.78% which will be discussed on the
additional paper of this authors in this journal.
Keywords Sign language alphabet  Hand posture recognition  Depth-based geometrical sign language  Geometrical
features sign language
1 Introduction
Hand posture recognition is applicable to many different
domains. Even though various wearable instruments like
gloves have been used recently, vision-based approaches
are capable of capturing the actual hand postures without
the need of a physical device. The recent mentioned
methods make it possible for a more natural relationship
between computers or other employed devices and users.
Vision-based methods are increasingly becoming popular
due to the considerable range of application fields, as
reported in many recent surveys [1]. It should be noted that
hand posture recognition through images and videos needs
a complex process to obtain a high success rate. Inter-
occlusions between the fingers of a hand are one of the
existing issues which usually occurs in several poses.
Colour bases recognition is problematic due to the low
levels of contrast which reduces feature detection. This is
prominent when multiple parts of a hand is very similar
colours. For these causes, it is very challenging to
This work is prepared in two separated papers due to the
complexity of prepared materials and needs of much
discussion on the obtained results. Both papers are submitted
at the same time in Neural Computing and Applications.
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recognize sophisticated hand postures through the two-di-
mensional (2D) representation provided by image or video.
Hand posture is an attractive case for researchers because
it is capable of replacing the computer mouse as an interface.
This leads to allow a more natural interaction between the
computer and human users. Hand posture is employed in the
mobile devices, tablets, and also the newer wearable devices
like the Google glasses. In healthcare applications, hand
posture recognition is used in order to handle analysis, as
well as medical operations. Data and surgical devices, sign
language can be interpreted as another crucial application of
the Kinect that actually allow disable people (deaf and dump)
to communicate with computers.
Depth data include an extremely useful three-dimensional
information, which can be used for posture recognition
systems. This study has used depth data to obtain the reliable
extract of the hand silhouette. This permits to apply many
methods derived from depth-based hand postures and
exploits an additional amount of useful information included
in depth data. The proposed feature extraction methods show
how several features based on the hand geometry in depth
map represent the hand and finger postures and employed to
appropriately recognize of the complex hand postures.
Changes due to different lighting conditions have a
negative effect on the recognition tasks due to shadow or
undesired effects on the objects (in our case hands) [2–4].
Furthermore, the recognition process is lead to lower
accuracy in a cluttered background than a plain background
[5]. Compared to the body or skeleton recognizing proce-
dures, the recognition of the hand or another specific part
of the body are more sensitive tasks. In these cases, the
other objects in the scene can lead to occlusion of the
specific body part, in our case, the hand, and consequently
wrong detection and classification occurs. These issues
have a negative impact on accuracy. In order to make a
system that works in both simple and cluttered back-
grounds, indoor or outdoor with different lightening con-
ditions, a new approach is necessary to solve these issues.
The proposed research has one new approach in the
segmentation step. Then, the geometrical features have
been proposed in the feature extraction step which can be
used in the robustness and reliable way for clarification
process. Based on our findings, a geometrical feature can
be very flexible against the rotation and even the change of
the angle of the object. We even considered the vibration
and hand tremors, so our method can be replaced with
other method for measuring these variations.
These approaches can be used in sign language recog-
nition systems for helping speech and hearing-impaired
people. Educational purposes, improved user interface for
deaf and dumb people, improved inter-signer telecommu-
nications, and finally fast and reliable recognition are very
important goals in this area. Suppose sign language could
be used for educational tools with a simple depth sensor
only for capturing images in speech therapy centres all over
the world, so a deaf and deaf person can interact with none
disabled people, faster and more accurate than the past.
2 Related work
There are 26 signs in the American Sign Language
alphabet, but two signs ‘J’ and ‘Z’ have motion. In fact,
these two signs belong to the dynamic sign category. This
research is going to work on the static signs, but due to
hand geometrical feature extraction, these signs can also be
considered. This will be discussed in future work. As
regards to this fact that the used geometrical features in this
study are independent of the rotation or orientation of the
hand, the motional signs do not make any problem in the
recognition process. The labelling of signs according to
their corresponding hand posture is a typical multiclass
classification task, and here, there are 26 labels assigned. A
number of machine learning patterns can be used in this
case; support vector machine (SVM) [6], artificial neural
networks (ANN) [7, 8], decision tree (DT), and random
forest (RF) [9, 10], and convolutional neural network
(CNN) [11]. There is clearly a robust idea that the multi-
class tasks can avoid the over-fitting problem and is sig-
nificantly efficient on large database. Therefore, the SVM
classifier was selected as the machine learning algorithm in
this research. The main purpose of SVMs is to carry out
data correlation via nonlinear mapping. Kernel methods
enable to operate in a high dimensional, implicit feature
space without ever computing the coordinates of the data in
that space, but rather by simply computing the inner
products between the images of all pairs of data in the
feature space. This operation is often computationally
cheaper than the explicit computation of the coordinates
[11]. The ANN design was not chosen due to the fact that
the ANN design has failed to achieve a good result in this
field. SVM not only can perform linear classifications, but
also can perfectly conduct the nonlinear classification using
a kernel mathematical property, by mapping the inputs into
high-dimensional feature spaces [12].
The studies on sign language recognition were not
limited in a specific language, so a real-time system was
developed to detect the continuous Chinese sign language
(CSL) [13]. The system used a 3D tracker and two cyber-
gloves for collecting data. A dynamic programming
method and Welch–Baum algorithm were applied for
training sentences segmentation into principal units and re-
evaluating. The system was tested on 220 words with 80
sentences with a recognition rate of 94.7% was achieved.
An algorithm for a wireless Bluetooth data glove was
explained in a Bahasa Isyarat Malaysia (BIM) sign
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language recognition system [14]. In this system, an elec-
tronic device was employed to translate the signs into
speech. All of the signs are detected by the sensors which
they are connected to a personal computer wirelessly via
Bluetooth. They only used 25 popular words in BIM using
hidden Markov models (HMM) techniques.
Paulraj et al. [15] proposed a simple technique for
converting sign language into voice signals. A feature
extraction method based on discrete cosines transform
(DCT) on a binary image and from the video stream was
presented. An artificial neural network using back propa-
gation algorithm performed the recognition of postures
process. The experimental results showed that the accuracy
of the recognition is about 91%.
Assaleh et al. [16] proposed a user independent
approach for recognizing Arabic sign language postures. In
this method, the signers wear gloves to detect the signs.
Two different classification techniques; polynomial net-
works and K-nearest neighbour, estimate feature extraction
step. Similarly, Vatavu et al. [17] suggested a conditional
random field (CRF) model in a glove-based system using
reusable posture for interaction between computer and
human.
A method for sign language recognition (SLR) system
with a data glove and electromyography (EMG) sensors
was proposed [18]. Electromyography signals are captured
from hand muscles for a word in continuous SLR.
An Australian sign language recognition system using
moment invariant was proposed by [19]. The system
developed a database, including 10 images for each sign
and used moment invariant method for feature extraction.
The classification was done with a neural network. The
experimental results showed that the presented approach do
correctly classify for interpreting six postures and four
postures have not successful recognition and it might
misclassify 5–15% occasionally [19].
Traditionally in the ‘‘geometric moments analysis’’,
moment invariants are computed based on the information
provided by both the shape boundary and its interior
region. The moments used to construct the moment
invariants are defined in the continuous but for practical
implementation they are computed in the discrete form.
Therefore, it is adopted in this research. On the other side,
the use of cosine rather than sine functions is critical for
compression, since it turns out that fewer cosine functions
are needed to approximate a typical signal, whereas for
differential equations the cosines express a particular
choice of boundary conditions. The proposed feature
extraction methods show how several features based on
hand geometry in depth-based images represent the hand
and finger postures and employed to appropriately recog-
nize of the complex hand postures.
In 2013, a system for dynamic hand posture recognition
via video stream of eight different signers was proposed.
Feature extraction was applied on the videos by skin colour
detection algorithms. In this system, 20 different Arabic
postures were investigated and 85.67% recognition rate
was achieved. The presented system was able to reduce the
error rate from 44 to 27.6%, but the recognition between
similar postures is still a problem (Abdalla and Hemayed).
Shukla and Dwivedi [20] presented a technique for hand
posture recognition by Microsoft Kinect. They used the
fact that Kinect permits capturing depth, density, and also
3D scans of the objects. Some image processing methods
were employed to find contour of segmented hand. Then,
they classified the postures using Bayes classifier and
obtained an exact classification rate of 100%, but their
system could be calculated for five postures only. In
addition, it was not able to recognize two hands in different
rotations and orientations.
In hand posture recognition field, Barros proposed a
hand posture recognition using multichannel convolutional
neural network (MCNN) which allows the hand posture
recognition with implicit feature extraction. This architec-
ture used a cubic kernel to enhance the features for clas-
sifying and a multichannel flow of information to recognize
images even with a small size on two datasets, the Jochen
Triesch hand posture dataset (JTD) and a dataset using the
video camera of a NAO robot. The multichannel archi-
tecture was used to specialize the tuning of the filters based
on the Sobel operator, but it was not able to extract an
optimal set of features. They obtained a 91% recognition
rate in all images in all backgrounds and a score of 92% for
the smaller images in the dataset and 94% for the original
size images.
The systems that use gloves or interface hardware are
very expensive and difficult for setting up, but they have
reliable and simple computing process [3, 21]. In contrast,
computer vision-based systems are not cumbersome and
expensive for the user, but they are not completely reliable
[22, 23]. In addition, they employed complicated calcula-
tion procedures in terms of the computational cost.
Changes due to different lighting conditions have a bad
effect on the recognition tasks due to the shadow or
undesired effects on the objects [2–4]. Furthermore, the
recognition process is more difficult in a cluttered back-
ground than a plain background [5]. In comparison with the
body or skeleton recognizing procedures, the recognition of
the hand or another specific part of the body is more sen-
sitive tasks. In these cases, the other objects in the scene
can lead to occlusion, and consequently wrong detection
procedure. These issues have an important impact on
accuracy. In order to make a system that works in both
simple and cluttered backgrounds, indoor or outdoor with
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different lightening conditions, a new approach is neces-
sary to solve these problems.
Most of the previous researches are dependent to the
signer [2, 24]. The selected extracting features of the hand
in these previous hand recognition systems depend on the
position or direction of the signer’s hand [25, 26]. Then, the
recognition process is performed correctly just for a
specific user and it does not work properly for a generic
user. Using features independent of the user’s hand shape,
orientation, location, position, and direction is highly
desirable. On the other hand, most of the previous research
used finger tips as a feature [27]. The main weakness of the
use of hand fingertips as the extracted features is that they
can be occluded by the other fingers. There is natural
variability in the executed signs because of the different
position of the hand in the same signs. Furthermore, the
observations are error-prone, and then a method other than
the existing exact matching of features is needed without
considering the finger’s positions.
3 Methods
The aim of this research is to develop a technique to
achieve more accurate and faster sign language recognition
system for both plain and cluttered backgrounds with dif-
ferent users to help speech and hearing-impaired people in
their life.
The methodology of this study is based on the depth-
based images, and the geometrical features of the hand are
presented. According to these properties, the research is
called depth geometrical sign language recognition
(DGSLR). Depth data include extremely useful three-di-
mensional information of the hand pose, which can be used
for posture recognition systems. This study has used depth
data to obtain the reliable extraction of the hand silhouette.
This permits to apply many methods derived from depth-
based hand postures and exploits an amount of useful
information included in depth data. They used of this fact
that Kinect camera permits capturing depth and 3D scans
of the objects. Some image processing methods were
employed to find the contour of the segmented hand. They
classified the postures using Bayes classifier and obtained
an exact classification rate of 100%, but their system could
be calculated for five postures only. In addition, it was not
able to recognize two hands in different rotations and ori-
entations simultaneously.
The methodology presents several phases which cover
the research entirely. After investigating several approa-
ches, the challenge survey in the existing sign language
recognition systems is followed. A new-fangled device is
called Microsoft’s Kinect.
Sensors are employed for collecting data. Three novice
signers in sign language alphabet sit in front of the Kinect
camera and accomplish the signs five times for each sign
language alphabet letter. The segmentation process is well
averse for separating the hand from the rest of the body.
The results are completely compared with the level set
segmentation technique. The segmentation process was
completed by level set method (LSM). With the advent of
level set methods, the changes of the object topological
were automatically managed. The segmentation of object
using deal with problems taking into consideration the
applied images. Level set method is applied in cased with
edge detection difficulty using active contour based.
Firstly, the contours may be preoccupied if the image
background contains clutter items. The second problem is
light intensity that it is very difficult to find true boundaries
of objects because of various lighting and it may be to
blend the objects with the image background. This issue is
usually solved if the texture of the object is considered as a
feature for the contour to fit the object’s boundaries. Fur-
thermore, the LSM minimizes the energy function com-
bined by diverse image features, for example texture,
colour, shape, and boundary. The LSM has some advan-
tages: it is parameter free, implicit, and capable of esti-
mating geometric features of the evolving structure. It also
has changeable topology. Furthermore, it is a very conve-
nient framework to approach many applications of medical
image and computer vision analysis. This research has used
LSM in images which are fade due to light intensity in the
segmentation step because of its ability in the detection of
the image contour. Findings indicate that this approach
supplies highly accurate segmentation upon signer images
intended for diverse signs underneath various backgrounds.
Occlusion means that some fingers or parts of the hand
would be disappeared or be hidden by other parts, so the
sign cannot be detected accurately. In order to resolve this
issue, the LSM was applied and can detect the hand region
correctly. The LSM does not consider any illumination
condition. It uses defined points in segmenting process. So
if the point set of a hand region would be defined, it can
recognize that region accurately. In this case, it was applied
to the signer’s image for recognizing the missed parts of
the hand because of the light, cluttered background or even
hand angle. As described in the previous section, some
parts of the hand may be missed due to illumination
directions and the position of the hand. The hand could be
segmented by definition of a set of the arbitrary points
around the hand region.
Then, a new geometrical feature extraction method is
presented for improving finger spelling recognition accu-
racy rate as image. The achievements of this phase cover
the second research objective. The third objective is
obtained in the next phase. In the last step, the support
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vector machine method is used to classify the performed
gestures, and the recognition rate is tested. The iteration
process was well performed in 1 and 10 pass for all images
in the dataset. Besides, the k-fold cross-validation was
applied in the training set in the SVM method. In this
research, the K-fold cross-validation is used in the training
phase for obtaining the highest accuracy of results against
the over-fitting problem due to the large size of the dataset.
One important advantage of this method is that all obser-
vations are used for both validating and training processes,
and each data are employed for testing exactly once. The
validation step in this research is implemented by 5-fold
and 10-fold cross-validation separately, and the results are
compared. One of the advantages of this method over
repeated random sub-sampling is that all observations are
used for both training and validation, and each observation
is used for validation exactly once. 10-Fold cross-valida-
tion is commonly used, but in general K remains an
unfixed parameter.
Then, the estimation probability of the test instances was
obtained. The last process of the training section was
prediction procedure conducted by the confusion matrix.
3.1 Data collection
The selected dataset by the research which is called
DGSLR dataset includes three users, one man, and two
women. Two separate datasets are employed in this
research. The first is the selected dataset by the research of
DGSLR dataset, and the other is a standard dataset. In the
DGSLR dataset, three novice users of sign language, one
man and two women, were employed in this study. They
were asked to sit down in front of the Kinect camera and
perform signs. Each letter was repeated five times. All the
images were captured in depth-based mode. The American
sign language is performed by one hand against the British
sign language which uses two hands for signing. The
gestures were captured in both plain and cluttered back-
ground in depth-based applications by Kinect. The cap-
turing process was performed in both plain and cluttered
backgrounds in different variations of illumination. Objects
in the cluttered background do not make any interference in
the detection procedure. The farther objects are removed,
and the closer objects are shown in the different level with
the user in the foreground. Thus, the hand is still shown as
different colour band in the RGB mode and brighter colour
band in the depth mode. The hand is also recognizable in
two modes. In order to validate data, a huge standard
dataset from the Centre for vision, speech, and signal
processing and University of Surrey is used. The images
have been captured from nine people in different back-
ground similarly the research dataset.
Figure 1 shows some sample of the plain and cluttered
environments for ordinary image.
The standard dataset including depth images by Centre
for vision, speech and signal processing, University of
Surrey, Guildford, UK is employed to validate the pro-
posed approach [28]. The images have been captured from
nine people in two very different environments and lit
background similarly to the research dataset. The images
gathered by the Kinect and only the depth base. In addition,
there are too many repetitions, about 400, in each sign in
different postures and directions. The users changed their
hand direction and also distance to the Kinect sensor. The
standard dataset includes more than 400 repetitions in each
sign, which 70% of them are used for training and 30% for
validating. There is no more standard dataset in this field
which uses images by depth feature.
In the DGSLR dataset, three novice users of sign lan-
guage, one man and two women, were employed in this
study. They were asked to sit down in front of the Kinect
camera and perform the signs. Each letter was repeated for
five times. A sample of these signs is shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 3 shows some samples of this dataset for two
signs ‘A’ and ‘B’. The image on the right bottom corner is
the original image on this dataset, and the other are seg-
mented images of this dataset by this research.
3.2 Depth base segmentation
The hand can be detected by a simple algorithm based on
the conversion of the grayscale image to the binary image.
In fact, hand segmentation is performed by a simple
threshold of the depth data. This is our own innovative
approach to extract the hand region. Considering this
threshold could help us to detect the hand pixel only. This
criterion leads to more accurate segmentation process in
the next step of the process.
The hand can be separated from the other objects on the
scene after applying this algorithm. In relation to this, the
algorithm of the hand segmentation from a depth-based
image is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Segmenting the signer’s hand
Step 1: Capture the signer’s image of Depth Basic Windows
Presentation Foundation (WPF) application of the Kinect
camera
Step 2: Save the all images in the arbitrary repository
Step 3: Read the depth image
Step 4: Compute the binary image
Step 5: Applying Otsu’s method to set the threshold on the image
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After segmenting the hand, two major issues in some of
the signs were appeared. Firstly, the forearm had been
segmented with the hand, while the forearm region did not
include any useful information for achieving the aim of this
study. The other problem was occlusion between fingers.
This is due to the hand position in some signs. In fact, the
missing parts of the hand or fingers occur in some per-
formed signs. This issue is also due to the high sensitivity
of the Kinect to the hand shaking because of the illumi-
nation conditions. Consequently, two separate solutions
were proposed for above issues in the two following steps.
In this way, the hand seems brighter than the other parts,
and it leads to easier recognition. The distance between the
user and the Kinect was 150 cm. In addition, the lighting
conditions were adjustable during the signing process.
However, the images were captured indoor and the illu-
mination conditions were adjusted manually. Figure 4
shows different situations of the user’s hand in different
lighting environments. As it can be seen, the hand is rec-
ognizable in the all positions.
The presented hand detector is applied on the input
depth images. This detector facilitates the segmentation
problem with some assumptions. Firstly, it assumes the
hand is the closest object to the Kinect camera. Secondly,
the in-plane hand rotation is limited as far as it does not
miss the meaning of sign. For example, for doing some of
Fig. 1 (Left) Plain background: a ‘‘A’’ letter, b ‘‘B’’ letter, c ‘‘C’’ letter and d ‘‘five’’ number. (Right) Clutter background: a ‘‘A’’ letter, b ‘‘B’’
letter, c ‘‘C’’ letter and d ‘‘five’’ number
Fig. 2 Five repeats of each
letter in DGSLR dataset. a Sign
‘A’ and b sign ‘F’
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the signs like ‘‘B’’, the hand palm should be the opposite of
the sensor. So, if the hand rotates more than a certain level,
the meaning of the sign may be changed. In another
example, if the hand rotates more than 90 while signing
the ‘D’ letter, it seems like the ‘G’ sign which can be
within (- 45, 45). Thirdly, the hand must be kept in such
a way that the colour of the wrist, palm, and fingers seem
brighter than the forearm. It assumes that the signers keep
their wrist in the correct position farther than the forearm,
so the depth values between the pixels within hand region
exclude forearm region are confined within (100, 255).
According to mentioned assumptions, the definition of a
threshold in depth range pixels can be applied to separate
the hand. Nevertheless, for robustness concerns, we apply a
basic threshold based selection method. It is done by a
definition of the depth threshold image to achieve the hand.
Here, the hand consists of the pixels which satisfy this
criteria:
dh\dT ð1Þ
where dh is the depth value of the hand pixels, and dT is the
defined threshold depth value in the image. This ensures
that only the hand region is extracted from the image. The
first objective is met in this step. The sampling result of this
algorithm for two different signers is shown in Fig. 5.
3.3 Forearm extraction
It is cumbersome for signers that were asked to keep their
hand always in the correct position. As mentioned before,
they have to keep their hand in front of their body. It causes
the hand be the closest object to the sensor than the other
objects. This may lead to the object be brighter than the
other objects in the scene. Some signers in this research
were novice in sign language and did not know how to sign
proficiently, so it seems that it is necessary to find a way of
removing the forearm. The first stage, the hand boundary is
computed for obtaining more accurate points on the hand’s
edge. Then, the centre of the palm is computed by
Fig. 3 Standard dataset in ‘A’
and ‘B’ signs
Fig. 4 Different lighting
conditions, hand brighter than
the other parts of body
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morphological operations. The inscribed circle considering
the centre point and edge point as point range is drawn.
Based on Algorithm 2, forearm can be separated from the
wrist of the hand.
Algorithm 2 Separating the forearm of the hand
Step 1: Compute the hand contour
Step 2: Find the center of the hand palm
Step 3: Draw an inscribed circle in the hand palm with the
determined center in the previous step
Step 4: Draw the longest diameter of the hand (D1); Length
Step 5: Draw the perpendicular line to the D1 line and tangent to
the inscribed circle (D2); Width
Step 6: Crop the wrist by D2
3.4 Level set segmentation
Occlusion means that some fingers or parts of the hand
would be covered (not in view to the camera) or hide by
other parts of the scene, so the sign cannot be detected
accurately. In order to resolve this issue, the level set
method (LSM) was applied and fortunately was observed
that the LSM can detect the hand region correctly. This
research intends to introduce a system for all users in every
range of age. Some of these users may be children. They
move their hands more than adults, and it is hard to hand
detection process. Furthermore, it may lead to occlusion or
changing in view. Since the above method (LSM) does not
consider any illumination condition and uses only some
defined points in the segmenting process, it can recognize
the hand region properly. This is not obvious for other
proposed methods.
The LSM does not consider any illumination condition.
It uses only some defined points in segmenting process. So
if the point set of a hand region would be defined, it can
recognize that region properly. Algorithm 3 demonstrates
the segmentation procedure.
Algorithm 3 Occlusion problem by LSM
Step 1: Set value of the alpha parameter
Step 2: Set the image in a 2D double matrix
Step 3: Create a signed distance map from the mask (SDF)
Step 4: Loop is begun from 1 to an arbitrary iteration number
Step 5: Find interior and exterior mean
Step 6: Force of image information
Step 7: Force from curvature penalty
Step 8: Gradient descent to minimize energy
Step 9: Maintain the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy condition
Step 10: Evolve the curve
Step 11: Keep SDF smooth
Step 12: Make mask from SDF
Step 13: Get mask from LS
Occlusion between fingers is a common phenomenon
during the sign performing in the sign language recognition
system. The employed signers in this research were novice
in sign language, so some mistakes happened due to the
incorrect position of their hand. On the other side, they may
shake the hand, so some parts of the hand do not appear in
the images. The LSM method was used in this study for
solving this problem due to the ability to correctly detect
features in complex scenes. Both problems, occlusion and
missed regions, are obviously visible in Fig. 6. The upper
row is the result of the bad lighting in a specific position
and the lower row shows occlusion. As it can be seen in
Fig. 6, the level set can detect the signs correctly.
3.5 Post-processing
Depth maps can be affected by some noisy points, named
‘Hole’, because of the sensor sensitivity to the motion or
illumination. These noisy points can affect the quality of
the depth map and likewise on the accuracy in the next
step. These noisy points are black points on the some parts
of the image which have to be white. This issue occurs
using existing various techniques like stereo correspon-
dence, time of flight, or even structured light. Regardless of
the methods, it is necessary to find holes in the depth image
Fig. 5 Segmented hands
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to avoid missing depth data. An example of this issue is
presented in Fig. 7.
Many researchers have paid close attention to develop
depth images in order to obtain high quality scenes in the
human body recognition systems. One suggested option in
the previous works is to use bilateral filtering in order to
apply the hole-filling algorithms. For example, Chen et al.
[30] proposed a combination of the colour data with
bilateral filtering in the depth images to rectify edges. In
brief, any type of edge rectification for 3D based camera
images is very similar to the used methods in the hole-
filling algorithms. Some edge improvement criteria
between colour and motion-based images or the colour and
depth-based images have been proposed in [30–32].
After segmenting the hand, these holes remain to be
seen on the segmented hand. This is because of the hand
movements and lighting conditions during the signing.
Another reason to occur this problem is occlusion. 3D
cameras need to multiple views of an object to acquire
depth. When an object is used in just one view, or one
camera is used for capturing, occlusion may occur. This
ambiguity occurs because Kinect sensor uses a single
viewpoint for obtaining depth data. As presented in Fig. 8,
it is obviously clear that the ‘P’ point of the object has
ambiguity in the view point place, because it seems as
shadow in this point while in the camera view it is object
not shadow. If there is one more camera in the viewpoint,
this issue will be addressed.
Of course, post-processing procedure should be
employed to improve these acquired depth images, but
according to the review on the filtering algorithms in this
study, the filtering process is a time-consuming process and
in the some cases it causes to higher execution time. Fur-
thermore, in our depth images, no need to rectify the edge
and only some morphological object dilation operations are
applied for smoothing the binary depth-based image and
remove the noisy points on the hand surface.
3.6 Feature extraction
After segmenting the hand and removing its noise, it is
time to extract the features. This study is going to extract
the geometrical features of the hand due to having an
unchangeable property against the changed direction or
Fig. 6 Kinect and LSM: a depth
image, b Kinect segmentation,
c LSM execution and d LSM
segmentation
Fig. 7 Noisy points in depth
image [29]
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rotation. The second objective of the research is achieved
at the end of this phase. The presented features are
invariant against rotation or direction changes. They are
also robust to misalignment or hand orientation variations.
Nevertheless, unlike some of the hand features like fin-
gerprints, hand geometrical features are expected to be
more prone to deformations, because of free finger
position.
3.6.1 Hand geometrical feature
Hand shape detection in sign language identification or
verification systems is a well-known recognition manner
[33–35]. Many hypotheses in this field are roughly based
upon the hand geometries like finger lengths or widths and
palm area. Likewise, another considerable hand recogni-
tion technique takes into account palm prints [36, 37] along
with the contours of finger and palm. Anyway, the fusion
of above approaches has a natural trend for hand recogni-
tion systems. This research is only concerned with shape-
based features. However, in comparison with iris-based or
fingerprint techniques, hand geometry has lower perfor-
mance in accuracy, but it has been a significant upward
trend. This can be due to its low cost, low data storage
requirement, and unobtrusiveness [38].
3.6.2 Hand convex hull
The convex hull of the hand images was obtained in
achieving the area and perimeter of the hand as the next
feature descriptor. Before doing this process, the images
have to be binary. The procedure for obtaining this feature
is given by Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Convex hull of the hand
Step 1: Read the depth-based segmented hand
Step 2: Convert the image to a binary image
Algorithm 4 Convex hull of the hand
Step 3: Generate the convex hull image from the binary image as
follows:
Three arguments are necessary. The logical 2D binary
image of the hand.
Method = objects: Compute the convex hull of each
connected component of the
binary image individually.
Conn: Connectivity. It can have the following scalar
values:
4: Two-dimensional, four-connected neighborhood.
8: Two-dimensional, eight-connected neighborhood.
Step 4: Save the convex hull shape of the hand
Step 5: Display a logical, convex hull image, containing the
binary mask of the convex hull of all foreground objects in the
image
The area and perimeter of the convex hull shape were
calculated as the next feature extraction item as shown in
Algorithm 5. It is obviously clear that the area or perimeter
if the hand convex hull is larger than the area and perimeter
of a hand. They will be used for computing some ratios as
described in the following sections.
Algorithm 5 Convex hull area (CHA) and perimeter (CHP)
Step 1: Read the convex hull shape of the hand
Step 2: Measure a set of properties by morphological operators
for each connected component (object) in the image. The image
can have any dimension. In this case, there is just one object
that it is the user’s hand. Properties can be a list of strings, a
cell array containing strings, the single string ‘all’, or the string
‘basic’. If properties are the string ‘all’, it computes all the
shape measurements on N-D inputs. Some of these
measurements are: ‘Area’, ‘Perimeter’, ‘BoundingBox’,
‘Centroid’, ‘FilledArea’, ‘FilledImage’, ‘Image’,
‘PixelIdxList’, ‘PixelList’, and ‘SubarrayIdx’. For executing in
a shorter time, only two factors ‘area’ and ‘perimeter’ were
used in this step
Step 3: Save the area and perimeter of the convex hull
For a nonempty points set in a certain plane, the convex
hull is the smallest convex polygon which includes all
these points in the set. For instance, in Fig. 9 the polygon
around the points is a convex hull and the six points which
are on the boundary are called ‘‘hull points’’.
3.6.3 Hand convexity defect
The convexity defects of the hand images were obtained as
the difference between the convex hull and hand space. A
View point
Fig. 8 Ambiguity in the ‘P’ point
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similar procedure to the hand convex hull is performed to
achieve the convexity defects (Algorithm 6).
Algorithm 6 Convexity defect of the hand
Step 1: Read the depth-based segmented hand
Step 2: Convert the image to a binary image
Step 3: Generate the convex hull image from the binary image as
presented by Algorithm 3.4
Step 4: Save the convex hull shape of the hand
Step 5: Compute a logical difference (abs) between the hand
convex hull image, containing the binary mask of the convex
hull and hand
Step 6: Save the convexity defects as images
The area of the hand convexity defect (CDA) was cal-
culated by differences between the hand and its convex
hull. If the convexity defects of the hand are considered as
a single object, its perimeter is also computable. Further-
more, a number of the signs have too small a convexity
defects and the perimeter of these signs is too large. Then,
this research ignored of the convexity defect perimeter as
another feature.
3.6.4 Hand geometry feature ratio
After getting the convex hull and convexity defects geo-
metrical feature, another optimal feature is the ratio
between them and the hand shape where it can be calcu-
lated by the division of the hand area and perimeter to the
convex hull area and perimeter, respectively. Furthermore,
the ratio between the hand area and convexity defect area is
also considered as a optimal feature as represented in the
following equations and discussed further.
<CHA ¼ HandareaðHAÞ
ConvexHullareaðCHAÞ ð2Þ
The ratio between the perimeter of the hand shape (HP)
and the convex hull perimeter (CHP) is another useful
parameter. Those gestures with closed fingers typically
related to perimeter less than when some fingers are open.
Likewise, the rate of hand perimeter to the convex hull is
close to 1. The following Equation shows this relationship.
<CHP ¼ HandperimeterðHPÞ
ConvexHullperimeterðCHPÞ ð3Þ
Similarly to the convex hull, the rate of hand geometry area
(HA) to the convexity defect area can be considered as an
informative feature for reliable recognition system. This
rate has been calculated by:
<CDA ¼ HandareaðHAÞ
ConvexitydefectareaðCDAÞ ð4Þ
3.6.5 Hand distance feature
This study is going to compute the height and width of the
hand as the next feature descriptor. It is achieved by
computing the eigenvalue and the eigenvector concepts
considering the hand boundary. Algorithm 7 shows the
process.
Algorithm 7 Hand height and width
Step 1: Read the image
Step 2: Get the hand contour
Step 3: Calculate the gravity point as X, Y
Step 4: Calculate the Covariance matrix
Step 5: Calculate the Eigenvalue and Eigenvectors of the matrix
Step 6: Length of diameter is obtained by the Eigenvector and
Eigenvalue
All the common hand boundary detection methods
detect the edge as a thick layer around the object. This
layer may consist of two or more pixels in each row and
column in a specific point. To get a more accurate result, it
is better to improve these methods as a thinner layer in the
object boundary. It is presented in Algorithm 8.
Algorithm 8 Hand contour
Step 1: Read the image
Step 2: Resize the image to 128 by 128 matrix
Step 3: Convert image to the binary image
Step 4: Apply the morphological operation which removes the
pixels on the hand boundaries until does not occur to break
apart of the hand. The remaining hand shape is the skeleton of
the hand.
Fig. 9 Convex hull of (left) a points set, (right) segmented hand
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Algorithm 8 Hand contour
Step 5: Assign size of rows (r) and columns (c) to two desired
variables
Step 6: Assign a counter (m) with Initial value 1
Step 7: Loop x from 1 to row size (r)
Step 8: Loop y from 1 to column size (c)
Step 9: If image value equal to 1 begin
Step 10: Assign the coordinate of this point to a matrix
Step 11: Plus m to 1
Step 12: End of Loop
Step 13: End of Loop
Step 14: Plot the matrix
Firstly, the hand boundary should be calculated. There
are some predefined functions which can be applied on the
images for detecting the edges of the objects. The Matlab
software also includes several algorithms for calculating
the object’s boundary, but the detected edges in these
algorithms are very thick and include a number row of
pixels as shown in Fig. 10.
As mentioned above, this research was implemented by
Matlab software. We can capture the video stream and
convert it to some frame which each frame represents a
picture, but it is a time-consuming process. To use just
image, it would be enough to directly use related built-in
library of Matlab software. It is applicable in image pro-
cessing, but for using video processing, OpenCV library
can be helpful. It has C??, Python, Java, and MATLAB
interfaces and supports Windows, Linux, Android, and
Mac OS. OpenCV leans mostly towards real-time vision
applications and takes advantage of MMX and SSE
instructions when available. Image processing is a multi-
disciplinary field, with contributions from different bran-
ches of science including mathematics, physics, optical,
and electrical engineering. Moreover, it overlaps with other
areas such as pattern recognition, machine learning, artifi-
cial intelligence, and human vision research. Different
steps involved in image processing include importing the
image with an optical scanner or from a digital camera,
analysing and manipulating the image (data compression,
image enhancement and filtering), and generating the
desired output image. Matlab supports a specific toolbox
for image processing in advanced.
Since some of the performed signs are too similar to
each other and their geometrical features are also close
together, it is very important to gain an accurate edge of the
hand to achieve the higher accuracy height and width of the
hand. So, the proposed algorithm has been applied on the
edge detector algorithm to reach this goal. Figure 11 shows
the instance of the mentioned applied method.
3.6.6 Feature vector
This is the time of the feature vector making process. There
are nine features, hand area (HA), hand perimeter (HP),
convex hull area (CHA), convex hull perimeter (CHP),
convexity defect area (CDA), convex hull area ratio
(RCHA), convex hull perimeter ratio (RCHP), convexity
defect area ratio (RCDA), and distance (D), which are saved
in an CSV file for easier access. In addition, a label is
assigned to each letter. Then, there are 26 labels totally in
each repeat. These labels are also considered as a feature.
Then, there are ten features in the feature vector as seen in
Algorithm 9.
Algorithm 9 Feature vector construction
Step 1: Read the images one by one and save to the desired ‘dir’
Step 2: Begin Loop
Step 3: Read binary image
Step 4: Call the feature calculating functions one by one
Step 5: Save the output of the functions on a feature vector
Step 6: End of Loop
3.7 Classification
Likewise, all of the studies on artificial neural network
(ANN) have shown that it has a robust learning capability.
There are varieties of ANN systems used in hand posture
recognition systems. The ANN is one of the most popular
modelling methods, and MLP is one of the most commonly
applied ANN methods. The ANN Toolbox in MATLAB
was used to design the MLP network [39]. Alternatively,
support vector machine (SVM) approaches have effective
results on recognition systems [40].
Fig. 10 Thick edge includes several points
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The last step of the proposed recognition system
includes an appropriate machine learning method to clas-
sify the extracted features in the previous step in order to
recognize hand gestures. There are many approaches based
on neural networks, fuzzy logic, decision tree, support
vector machine, and other methods for gesture classifica-
tion which have been mentioned in detail in the literature
review section. In this research, two own datasets of depth-
based images of a sign language alphabet is presented.
Firstly, the artificial neural network classification process is
applied on the DGSLR dataset, so the training set contains
data from three available users. A method of K-fold cross-
validation is used with K equal to 5 and 10 in the testing
step. In the K-Fold validation method, the collected data
are partitioned into K subsets. In these subsets, one is used
for validating the data and K - 1 subsets for the training
process. This procedure is repeated K times. All data are
used exactly once for training and once for testing. Finally,
the average of these K procedures is selected as the final
estimation. While it can be possible to use other methods
for combining the results, the 10-fold cross-validation is
commonly applied on this data [41]. One important
advantage of this method is that all observations are used
for both the validating and training processes, and each
data set is employed for testing exactly once. The valida-
tion step in this research is implemented by 5-fold and
10-fold cross-validation separately, and the results are
compared together. The two parameters of C and u of the
RBF kernel are subdivided with a regular grid which C is
considered which equals to 1, 10, 100, and 1000, and
parameter u equals to 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1. Similarly to other
classifiers, for each of these parameters, the training col-
lection is divided into two categories, 70% of the data is
established for training and the 30% for testing sets. The
performance is assessed according to testing iteration
process. The iteration process was done between 10 and
1000 times, and the best result was obtained in the 700th
rank. The experimental results were computed for extracted
features lonely and also the combination of them. In
addition, the program was repeated for 5-fold and 10-fold
cross-validation. Finally, the parameter combination which
gives the highest accuracy is selected. In this research,
based on the above explanation, a multiclass classifier
versus a SVM classifier has been used, and accordance
with a set of n(n - 1)/2 binary SVM classifiers used to test
each gesture against each other. Each output is selected as a
vote for a certain gesture and as mentioned before the
gesture with the maximum votes is the recognition process
result. This study uses a nonlinear SVM because there are
different kernel functions in the nonlinear SVM structure.
Computing the kernels needs minimal effort and basic
processing, but calculating the feature vector is processor
intensive. Choosing a kernel based on the prior knowledge
of invariances as suggested by Cawley and Talbot [42] is
an excellent idea which aims to reduce the heavy usage of
calculating the feature vector.
In machine learning, the radial basis function (RBF)
kernel is a popular kernel function used in various ker-
nelized learning algorithms. In particular, it is commonly
used in support vector machine classification. It has two
important advantages: simple design and high tolerance to
input noise. It should be noted that the other kernels could
be used in SVM.
The Gaussian radial basis function (GRBF) kernel is one
of the most common kernel used in this type of research as
obtained by Eq. (5).
kðxi; xjÞ ¼ exp c xi  xj




2
 
for c[ 0 ð5Þ
This study focuses on the classification by SVM because
of its clarity and simplicity in the classification. Further-
more, its usability to resolve the various problems is one of
another reason to use it, as some approaches like decision
trees are not simplicity used in the various problems. SVM
causes to get the good generalization on a big dataset.
Since a big data set requires to a complicated model and
the full Bayesian framework is very costly in computation.
In contrast, the SVM is faster and still has an optimal
generalization solution. Furthermore, due to very big set of
nonlinear task-independent features, SVM has a clever way
Fig. 11 Image edge detection
algorithm: a original image,
b detected contour and c more
detailed view
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to prevent the over-fitting problem. Here, the applied
algorithms in this step will be explained. Firstly, a general
schema of the SVM Algorithm is presented and then dis-
cussed its details. The classification task was computed by
the SVM implementation provided by the LIBSVM library.
We utilized classic grid search selected random feature
vectors sub-samplings to split the datasets in the training
set and test sets. In contrast to the classic grid search, this
study used a leave-one-out method. Figure 12 demon-
strates the leave-one-out method used for the dataset.
LIBSVM is a popular open source machine learning
library. LIBSVM implements the sequential minimal
optimization (SMO) algorithm for SVMs with kernel
functions, regression, and supporting classification [43].
SMO is used to solve the quadratic programming (QP)
issue arising during the SVM training phase.
Algorithm 10 SVM Implementation
Note: Algorithm repeats for 1 and 10 iterations
Algorithm repeats for 5-fold and 10-fold cross validation
Step 1: Assign the size of column and row to arbitrary
variables in TrainData set
Step 2: Assign labels 1, 2, 3, …, 26 to them
Step 3: Compute zscore of TrainData set
Step 4: Do Normalization
Step 5: Save Size and Maximum label
Step 6: Call K-Fold cross validation Function
Step 7: Compute zscore of TestData set
Step 8: Do Normalization
Algorithm 10 SVM Implementation
Step 9: Predict the class with the highest probability
Step 10: Compute the mean accuracy of TrainData set and
TestData set
The extracted features have to be divided for training
and testing procedures. In the desired DGSLR dataset in
this study, there are five repeats for each signs, so four of
them are considered in train set and one for validating. In
the standard dataset, there are 400 repeats in each signs on
average, so 280 signs are used in the training phase and 120
signs for the testing phase for each letter (sign). Algorithm
11 shows this division.
Algorithm 11 Feature dividing
Step 1: Loop of number of signs
Step 2: Read features from feature vector according to their
numbers
Step 3: Assign 70% of them to the TrainData set and 30% to the
TestData set
Step 4: End of Loop
Step 5: Loop of number of signs
Step 6: Loop of number of iteration in each sign
Step 7: Read features and put in the TrainData set
Step 8: End of Loop
Step 9: End of Loop
Step 10: Loop of number of iteration in each sign
Fig. 12 Exemplification of leave-one person-out method in SVM [40]
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Algorithm 11 Feature dividing
Step 11: Loop of number of signs
Step 12: Assign the features to the FM structure
Step 13: End of Loop
Step 14: End of Loop
Step 15: Assign 70 percentage of the FM size to Train Set
Step 16: Assign row number 1 to Train of FM into the
FM_TrainData
Step 17: Assign row number Train ? 1 to end of FM into the
FM_TestData
3.7.1 Multiclass SVM
The proposed feature extraction techniques in the previous
section provided different feature descriptors relevant to
measurable properties of the hand. So, there are multi-
features and they have to feed into a multi-classifier
method. Multiclass SVM assigns labels to samples, where
the labels are from a finite set of several elements. The
applied approach is to reduce the single multiclass issue
into multiple binary classification issues [44]. Some
methods for this aim have been discussed in [44, 45]. A
binary classifier can distinguish between two categories:
the first category is one of the labels versus the rest, and the
second type is one versus one (every pair of classes).
Classification of the first type is conducted by a winner-
takes-all method. For the one-versus-one approach, clas-
sification is conducted by a max-wins voting method, that
each classifier assigns the sample to one of the two classes,
then the vote is increased one by one vote. At last the class
with the most votes determines the sample classification.
Directed acyclic graph SVM [46] and error-correcting
output codes [47] are multiclass SVM samples. Singer and
Crammer proposed a multiclass SVM method which dis-
tributes the multiclass problem into a one optimization
problem, rather than using one of the multiple binary
classification problems [48].
The proposed approach is used to perform the recogni-
tion process in multiple feature descriptors. The proposed
solution is to combine the different features into a vector;
‘F’. It is a combination of the hand geometrical features,
convex hull and convexity defects, distance, and ratio
between them as F = [FH, FCH, FCD, FD, FR] which it
can be fed to the multiclass SVM classifier [40].
The multiclass SVM classifier was applied on the stan-
dard dataset and the obtained results are as follows. The
employed standard dataset includes more than 10,000 set of
depth-based images of nine users in approximately 400
repetitions on each sign, roughly equal to 10,400 images
for each user. Within this work, just one user has been
considered. Seen in Table 1, the most value of the recog-
nition accuracy rate is related to the convex hull with
58.99% in the training phase and 59.65% in testing phase.
The second valued characteristic is related to the ratio
between convex hull and hand. These results are similar to
the DGSLR dataset results. Table 1 shows the extracted
features combination where the highest value of accuracy
rate belongs to a combination of three features: distance,
hand convexity, and hand convex hull.
As Table 2 shows, the recognition rate of the classifier is
more than 90% on DGSLR dataset and 96% on the stan-
dard dataset which has a significant differences compared
to the previous research.
3.8 Evaluation and validation
Obtaining the accuracy rate of the recognition process is
the end point of this. It can be interpreted by confusion
matrixes and statistical charts. Furthermore, two statistical
parameters, sensitivity and specificity, represented the
classifier performance considering the confusion matrix.
The sensitivity parameter or true positive rate measures the
proportion of actual positive samples which are correctly
identified. It is also complementary to the false negative
rate. The specificity parameter or true negative rate mea-
sures the proportion of negative samples that are correctly
identified. In fact, sensitivity determines the avoiding of
false negatives, while specificity performs for false posi-
tives. A perfect predictor in the classifier would be defined
as 100% sensitive and 100% specific, but theoretically any
predictor has a minimum error rate which known is called
the Bayes error rate [57, 58]. At the end of this step, it is
hopefully to get the higher accuracy recognition rate than
the previous works and benchmark.
3.8.1 Over-fitting
In statistic science, over-fitting happens when a statistical
model illustrated a noise or random error rather than the
basic relationship. Generally, when a mathematical model
is strongly complex, the over-fitting occurs, for example,
having a lot of parameters in accordance with the number
of observations. This over-fitted model leads to the poor
prediction. It can lead to overstate in minor fluctuations
detection or vice versa in the data analysis. Over-fitting
depends not only on the number of data and parameters,
but also the adaptation between the model structure and the
data shape, as well as the value of model error compared to
the expected error or noise [59]. As shown in Fig. 13, the
noisy data in both linear and polynomial functions are fit-
ted. It can be seen that the data points on the polynomial
function have an excellent fit, but the linear function misses
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some of the data points. Although the linear version can be
better, and if the regression curves were applied to
extrapolate the data, the over-fitting problem would do
worse.
Over-fitting is an important concept in machine learn-
ing. A learning algorithm is trained using some training
data. Then, it is expected for the learner to be able to
predict the correct data for other examples which not
Table 1 Performance of combination of extracted features from the standard dataset
Type of features Train accuracy (%) Test accuracy (%)
HA ? HP ? CHA 85.50 85.78
HA ? HP ? CHA ? CHP 85.71 86.69
HA ? HP ? CHA ? CHP ? CDA 85.43 86.88
HA ? HP ? CHA ? CHP ? CDA ? RCHA 89.43 90.24
HA ? HP ? CHA ? CHP ? CDA ? RCHA ? RCHP 89.85 89.31
HA ? HP ? CHA ? CHP ? CDA ? RCHA ? RCHP ? RCDA 92.50 93.43
RCHA ? RCHP ? RCDA 89.39 89.77
D ? HA ? HP ? CHA ? CHP 93.64 96.85
D ? HA ? HP ? CDA 87.32 89.14
D ? RCHA ? RCHP ? RCDA 89.71 91.54
Table 2 Recognition accuracy
comparison
Methods Accuracy
Recurrent neural network [49] 0.425
Dynamic temporal warping [50] 0.540
Hidden Markov model [51] 0.900
Action graph on bag of 3D points [52] 0.847
Histogram of 3D joints [53] 0.789
Random occupancy pattern [54] 0.862
Eigen joints [55] 0.823
Sequence of most informative joints [56] 0.471
Proposed method on DGSLR dataset 0.903
Proposed method on standard dataset 0.968
2 4 86
4
2
6
8
Fig. 13 Over-fitting problem on
two different functions
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presented during the training process. So, in too long
learning process or in the infrequent training examples, the
learner has to select the specific random features of the
training data. These data may have no causal relation to the
target function. In this type of over-fitting, the performance
on the training data examples increases, while the perfor-
mance on unknown data examples becomes worse. In
Fig. 14, testing error has been shown in red and training
error in blue. When the testing error increases in positive
slope, the training error continuously decreases in a nega-
tive slope. In this case, it can be said the over-fitting has
occurred.
In summary, over-fitting usually occurs when the model
is too complex regarding to the training data size. It can be
said:
• If the data are in two-dimensional space, the model is a
line, and there are 10,000 points in the training set, it is
under-fit.
• If the data are in two-dimensional space, the model is
100-degree polynomial, there are 10 points in the
training set, it is over-fit.
3.8.2 LIBSVM
LIBSVM is a famous open source machine learning
library, which developed at the National Taiwan Univer-
sity. It has been written in C?? language with the C
application programming interface. LIBSVM implements
the sequential minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm for
support vector machines (SVMs) with kernel functions,
regression, and supporting classification [43]. SMO is a
useful algorithm that released in order to solve the quad-
ratic programming (QP) issue arise during the SVM
training phase. SMO was proposed in 1998 and widely
used for training SVMs by implementing the LIBSVM tool
[43, 60]. The broadcasting of the SMO algorithm led to a
great revolution in the SVM world, because the previous
methods for SVM training phase had too much complexity.
Besides, they need expensive third-party QP solvers [61].
QP is a special type of mathematical optimization problem.
It defines as minimizing or maximizing way of a quadratic
function of variables under the linear restrictions on these
variables. The other open source machine learning toolkits
are also used the SVM learning code in the LIBSVM
library. Some of these toolkits are KNIME, GATE, Orange,
and scikit-learn [62] which can be implemented in several
existing programming languages such as MATLAB, Java,
and R.
As mentioned before, in this study the multiclass SVM
has been used, so LIBSVM opens a way to the goal of the
research. It implements the one-versus-one technique for
multiclass classification [63]. The following solution is
assumed to solve the multiclass problem. The K parameter
is the number of classes, so k(k - 1)/2 classifiers are
considered and each classifier trains data from two classes.
Equation (6) is applied in two-class classifier which can be
used for training data process from ith and jth class.
min
wij;bij;nij
1
2
ðwijÞTwij þ c
X
t
ðnijÞt ð6Þ
Subject to wij
 T
/ xtð Þ þ bij  1  nijt ; if xt is in ith class; nijt  0
wij
 T
/ xtð Þ þ bij   1 þ nijt ; if xt is in jth class; nijt  0
The voting strategy is performed by each binary clas-
sification, which the votes can be distributed for all data
points x. Each point is designated to one of the two classes.
Finally, a class with the maximum number of votes is
selected for determining the sample classification. There
are many other approaches for multiclass SVM classifica-
tion as a comprehensive comparison has been discussed in
detail in [45].
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed in detail about the pro-
posed framework called ASLNN. The presented method-
ology intends to reach the considered aim to enhance sign
language recognition systems in American sign language.
ASLNN consists of four phases. The first phase is data
collecting and introduces standard dataset for validating
data in the final phase. Phase two is assigned to the seg-
mentation process and discusses appeared issues and their
proposed solutions. Before going to phase three, there is a
short way to post-processing procedure in order to prepare
the samples for next phase. Phase three is the feature
extraction step which some geometrical features of the
extracted hand in depth are computed and new Algorithms
Training cycle
Tesng Error
Er
ro
r
Training Error
Fig. 14 Over-fitting/overtraining in supervised learning
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for extracting the features are proposed. The last phase is
concerned with multiclass classification and testing in the
SVM classifier. This phase incorporates testing, evaluating,
and validation of the possible results according to the
standard dataset. Discussion about the result and more
details on validation and evaluation of the proposed
method will be presented in another paper submitted to this
journal.
The following suggestions are open research directions
discussed by this work. First, the proposed sign language
recognition framework relies on empirically distance
between the user and camera which should be set manually
to segment the hand. The camera is sensitive to ambient
light which this factor affects distance calculation. It would
naturally be desirable to have an automatic system which
adjusts itself as a function for setting the resolution and
distance. Furthermore, the combination of the extracted
features can be further investigated and improved, or even
more geometrical features can be extracted. In addition,
depth-based grayscale images were only considered in this
research which it can be extended to a combination of
colour and depth to further enhance the recognition. It
would also be an interesting idea to complement the pro-
posed approach with common acts in sign language. It
requires recognizing the dynamic signs which are named
hand gestures.
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